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Chapter I: From molecular clouds to protostellar cores
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Today:
Chapter I

From molecular clouds to protostellar cores :  
filaments, stability of cores and formation of protostars

What controls the efficiency of core/star formation in GMCs ?
How to measure the stability of prestellar cores ?
Protostars: when and where do we form them ?

Questions addressed in this lecture



Shu et al. 1987

Lada 1987

André et al. 1993

André et al. 2001

The formation of solar-type stars: 

an observational scenario
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I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

II. Dense cores in filamentary structures

III. Formation of protostars



I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

Optical image of the Milky Way (A. Mellinger)



I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

Optical image of the Milky Way (A. Mellinger)
+

CO emission
(Dame T., Hartmann D., Thaddeus P. 2001)



I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

Optical image of the Milky Way (A. Mellinger)

Size (pc) Mass (MO) ρ (cm-3) T (K) AV (mag)

Giant Molecular Clouds 10 - 60 104 - 106 100 - 103 20 - 50 ~ 2

Molecular Clouds 2 - 20 102 - 104 102 - 104 10 - 30 ~ 5

Bok Globules 0.1 - 10 1 - 102 103 - 105 10 - 30 ~ 10

Cores <0.1 - 1 0.1 - 100 > 105 7 - 15 ~ 20



ρ-Ophiuchus
Molecular Cloud

D ~ 120 pc
M ~ 15x103 Mo

One of the closest
Star forming clouds

M4 
(globular cluster)

Antares

I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

Rho Ophiuchi by Loke Tan

Barnard, 1897:



Size (pc) Mass (Mo) ρ (cm-3) T (K) AV (mag) MJ (Mo)

Giant Molecular 
Clouds

10 - 60 104 - 106 100 - 103 20 - 50 ~ 2 15 - 100

Molecular Clouds 2 - 20 102 - 104 102 - 104 10 - 30 ~ 5 6 - 300

Bok Globules 0.1 - 10 1 - 102 103 - 105 10 - 30 ~ 10 2 - 90

Cores <0.1 - 1 0.1 - 100 > 105 7 - 15 ~ 20 1 - 3

I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

With typical densities, temperatures and sizes of MC: 
all gaz of density > 103 cm-3 should collapse within 2.106 years ...

Jeans analysis: stability of star-forming structures

is strictly negative, and except for quite unusual con-
figurations of the flow and magnetic field, T0 and B0
will be negative as well. The final time-dependent term
can take on either sign, depending on the direction of
the bulk flow across the surface. Three parameters of
particular importance are the Jeans number nJ , which
describes the ratio 2T /|W| including only the thermal
pressure contribution to T , the virial ratio ↵vir, which
describes the ratio 2T /|W| including both thermal and
non-thermal contributions to T , and the dimensionless
mass to flux ratio �, which describes the ratio B/|W|. I
say “describe” here because in practice the exact quan-
tities that appear in the virial theorem cannot be deter-
mined from observations, and so one generally defines
closely related quantities that are directly measurable
instead.

The Jeans number is simply the ratio

nJ =
M
MJ
, (60)

where M is the cloud mass, the Jeans mass is

MJ =
⇡3/2

8
c3

sp
G3⇢

(61)

and ⇢ is the gas density9. For a uniform-density sphere
of constant sound speed, one can easily verify that nJ
is, up to factors of order unity, simply 2T /|W|, in-
cluding only the thermal pressure P when computing
T (c.f. equation 55). For the virial ratio, Bertoldi &
McKee (1992) define

↵vir =
5�2

1DR
GM

, (62)

where �1D is the one-dimensional thermal plus non-
thermal velocity dispersion of a cloud of radius R. It is
straightforward to confirm that this is quantity is simply
2T /|W| for a uniform-density sphere, including both
P and ⇢v2 when evaluating equation (55). Bertoldi &
McKee also show that ↵vir remains close to 2T /|W|
even for non-spherical and non-isochoric clouds. Note
that ↵vir and nJ are related by the Mach number, nJ ⇡
M2↵vir. Finally, one can define

� = 2⇡
p

G
M
�
= 2⇡

p
G
⌃

B
, (63)

9The prefactor ⇡3/2/8 in the definition of MJ is somewhat arbi-
trary, as one could plausibly define the Jeans mass as ⇢(�J/2)3, ⇢�3

J ,
(4/3)⇡⇢�3

J , or (4/3)⇡⇢(�J/2)3, where �J = (⇡c2
s/G⇢)1/2 is the Jeans

length. All four choices can be found in the literature. The prefac-
tor given in equation (61) corresponds to the first of them. One could
also define nJ in terms of the Bonnor-Ebert mass (Ebert 1955; Bonnor
1956), MBE = 1.18c3

s/(G3⇢)1/2. This is the maximum mass for which
a pressure-bounded isothermal sphere can be hydrostatic equilibrium.

where � = ⇡R2B is the magnetic flux threading a cloud.
This is again, up to a factor of order unity, the value of
(|W|/B)1/2 for a uniform spherical cloud. Clouds with
� > 1 are said to be magnetically supercritical, while
those with � < 1 are subcritical. This distinction is
particularly important because, in the ideal MHD limit
where the magnetic field is frozen into the matter, � is
invariant under overall expansions or contractions of the
gas. This means that, if a cloud is magnetically sub-
critical and subject to ideal MHD, the magnetic term in
the virial theorem will always exceed the gravitational
one, and the cloud will not be able to undergo a self-
gravitating collapse. It can still be accelerated inward,
as the other negative terms may be larger than B, but
it can never undergo a self-gravitating collapse. Con-
versely, if a cloud is supercritical, its magnetic field will
never be strong enough to overcome gravity.

Observations across a wide range of galactic environ-
ments, both in the Milky Way and in external galaxies,
generally give ↵vir ⇡ 1 for the clouds that constitute
most of the molecular mass in galaxies (Solomon et al.
1987; Fukui et al. 2008; Bolatto et al. 2008; Heyer et al.
2009; Roman-Duval et al. 2010; Wong et al. 2011), sug-
gesting that gravity and bulk flow are roughly equally
important in determining the behavior of clouds. How-
ever, these results are subject to significant systematic
uncertainties, and it is important to note that, while
large-scale molecular clouds defined by CO emission
generally show ↵vir ⇡ 1, the denser structures within
them often have ↵vir � 1 (Bertoldi & McKee 1992;
Barnes et al. 2011). It is also important to note that
even a value of ↵vir close to unity does not, by itself,
mean that turbulence supports clouds against gravity: a
gas undergoing pressureless free-fall collapse will have
↵vir = 2, and the di↵erence between 1 and 2 is not
large enough to be measured with confidence. Nonethe-
less, the fact that ↵vir ⇠ 1 does mean that ram pres-
sure forces are non-negligible in comparison to gravity.
Moreover, the lack of clouds identified by CO emission
with ↵vir � 1 does strongly rule out the possibility that
giant molecular clouds on the largest scales are purely
pressure-confined objects for which gravity is unimpor-
tant. Since observed Mach numbers M are far larger
than unity, these same observations imply nJ � 1 ex-
cept at the very smallest scales in molecular clouds, and
thus thermal pressure support alone is unimportant.

The dimensionless mass to flux ratio � has histori-
cally been much harder to determine due to the di�-
culty of measuring magnetic field strengths. However,
a long-term campaign over the past two decades now
appears to have borne fruit, and there is an emerging
observational consensus that � ⇡ 2 � 3 (Crutcher 2012,

39



• The collapse time-scale tff when M >MJ is given by the time a mass element at the cloud surface needs to reach 
the centre. 

• In free-fall, an mass element is subject to acceleration
• The time to cover a distance R can therefore be estimated from:

 
• i.e for a pressure-free 3D homogeneous sphere:

tff = (3π/32Gρ)1/2

• For a giant molecular cloud, this would correspond to:

tff ~ 7*106 yr (m/105Msun)-1/2  (R/25pc)3/2 ~ a few 106 years

• + if higher density at cloud center = > faster collapse.

€ 

g =
GM
R2

€ 

R =1/2gt ff
2 =1/2GM

R2
t ff
2

I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

Time-scale for collapse

With typical densities, temperatures and sizes of MC: 
all gaz of density > 103 cm-3 should collapse within 2.106 years ...



I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

Time-scale for collapse vs lifetimes of MCs

Simple Jeans analysis :
with typical densities, temperatures and sizes of MC,

 all gas of density > 103 cm-3 should collapse and form stars within 2.106 years ...

BUT

• Cloud lifetimes estimated by Blitz & Shu (1980) to be around 30 Myr in Milky Way
– Locations downstream from spiral arms
– Stellar ages associated with GMCs

• Shorter lifetimes of 5-10 Myr proposed by Ballesteros-Paredes et al. (1999), Fukui et al. (1998).
– Lack of 10 Myr old T Tauri stars
– Cluster ages vs. associated molecular gas



NGC 2068 - 
Continuum @ 850 μm - 
Motte et al. (2001)

NGC 2068 - 
Optical image
NOAO/AURA/NSF 0.5 pc

I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

What about the star formation rate ?
•  Optically thin dust emission at (sub)mm wavelengths                    
! Direct mass/column density estimates : 

 

•  λ ∼ 100�500 µm : good diagnostic of the dust temperature (Td ) 

     Wavelength [µm]!
100!1000!

Herschel!

With Herschel, simple dust 
temperature estimates based 
on greybody fits to the 
observed SEDs (5-6 points 
between 70 and 500 µm):!

Iν ~  Bν(Td) τν = Bν(Td) κν Σ)

κν = dust opacity !             
(eg Hildebrand 83; Ossenkopf & Henning 94) !
)

M =!              Sν d2!
            Bν (Td) κν !

Σ =!                 Iν !
            Bν (Td) κν !

Sν : Integrated flux density!

Iν : Surface brightness!

Σ : Column density (g cm-2) !
!
  

   Greybody!
   (Td = 9.8 K)!

     Greybody!
    (Td = 22.4 K)!

Protostellar!
      core!

Starless!
   core!

Thermal continuum emission from cold dust (Td ~ 5-50 K) 

Ph. André – Summer School on Submm Astronomy – July 2015 



I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

What about the star formation rate / efficiency ?
• In our Galaxy: mass of gaz with ρ>103 cm-3 is ~ 109 Mo.

• Without support against gravity: expected galactic SFR ~ 300-500 Mo / year
• But observations: SFR ~ 3 Mo / year (e.g. McKee & Williams 1997)

Figure 4: Surface density of star formation versus surface density of molecular gas normalized by estimated free-fall time ⌃/t↵ . The free-fall time
for all objects has been estimated following the method of Krumholz et al. (2012a). The black thick line shows ✏↵ = 0.01; the gray band indicates
a factor of 3 scatter about this value. The data shown in the plot are as follows: individual molecular clouds in the Milky Way (red-hued points) are
from Heiderman et al. (2010, red squares), Lada et al. (2010, red circles), Wu et al. (2010, red stars, upward arrows indicate lower limits), Lada et al.
(2013, red diamonds), and Evans et al. (2014, red pentagons; downward arrows indicate upper limits); resolved observations of nearby galaxies
(rasters, same data as shown in Figure 3) are from a sample of the inner disks of spirals (Leroy et al. 2013, blue raster) and the 12 pc resolution
data form the Small Magellanic Cloud (Bolatto et al. 2011, green raster); unresolved observations of z = 0 galaxies (green points) are spirals and
starbursts from Kennicutt (1998a, green squares), and the molecular disks of early-type galaxies from Davis et al. (2014); unresolved observations
of z > 0 galaxies (magenta points) are from Bouché et al. (2007, magenta squares), Daddi et al. (2008, 2010b, magneta circles), Genzel et al. (2010,
magenta pentagons), and Tacconi et al. (2013, magenta stars). All CO-to-H2 conversion factors have been standardized to the fiducial values of
Daddi et al. (2010a): ↵CO = 0.8 M�/(K km s�1 pc�2) in starbursts at all redshifts, ↵CO = 4.6 M�/(K km s�1 pc�2) in z = 0 disks, and ↵CO = 3.6
M�/(K km s�1 pc�2) in z > 0 disks. Within each data set, lighter colored points are those for which a starburst-like ↵CO value was adopted, while
darker points are those using a disk-like ↵CO. The exception is the early-type galaxy sample of Davis et al. (2014), where it is not clear which to
use, and I have therefore deferred to their recommended, intermediate value ↵CO = 3.4 M�/(K km s�1 pc�2).

Below ⇠ 100 pc, an observation generally captures
only a single molecular cloud, since typical sizes of

large molecular clouds are ⇠ 10 � 100 pc (Dobbs et al.
2014, and references therein). To reach these scales,

10

Spitzer C2D in low-mass star-forming clouds (Evans et al. 2009, 2014)
 εff ∼ 0.01 − 0.1 for clouds with mean densities nH2 ∼ 103 cm−3 

+ the data are best fit by εff ∝ (Σ/tff )0.3−0.5

Kennicutt & Evans (2012), Krumholz (2014): on average εff 1%

Figure 5: Surface density of star formation versus surface density of molecular gas normalized by estimated free-fall time ⌃/t↵ . This figure
di↵ers from Figure 4 in that the plot shows the relationship plotted for successive contours of column density within individual clouds, rather than
comparing multiple clouds (see text for details). The data shown are for the Orion A cloud (Lada et al. 2013, blue circles), and for several clouds
selected from the c2d and Gould’s Belt surveys (Evans et al. 2014, red pentagons). The black line and gray band show ✏↵ = 0.01 and a factor of 3
range around it, as in Figure 4.

a powerlaw very similar to that observed for stars (e.g.,
Johnstone et al. 2000; Stanke et al. 2006; Enoch et al.
2008).

In the case of stars, the small-scale break in the cor-
relation function has been interpreted as the transition
between the regime of binary stars and that of correla-
tions between stars in a cluster that are not bound to one
another individually, but only to the cluster as a whole.
In the case of gas, it has been interpreted as revealing
the Jeans length in the cloud (Larson 1995; Blitz &
Williams 1997), and these interpretations are not nec-
essarily mutually exclusive. The large-scale break has
been interpreted as representing the transition between
scales where the free-streaming of stars after their birth
has erased structure and those where it has not, though
it conceivably also represents an edge to star formation
associated with the transition from star-forming molec-
ular gas to non-star-forming atomic gas.

For regions in which spectroscopy is available, one
can also examine the velocity structure of the stars and
the gas. In general, the velocities are hierarchically-
correlated in much the same manner as the position.
However, there are some systematic di↵erences be-
tween low-density gas, dense gas, and cores. Both dense
cores (André et al. 2007; Kirk et al. 2007; Rosolowsky
et al. 2008a) and stars (Fűrész et al. 2008; Tobin et al.
2009) show systematically smaller velocity dispersions
than the di↵use gas in the same region. Despite their
lower velocity dispersion, cores (Walsh et al. 2004) and
stars (Fűrész et al. 2008; Tobin et al. 2009) have mean
velocities that are similar to those of the surrounding,
low-density gas. This behavior is perhaps easiest to
understand when it is expressed in terms of moments
of the velocity distribution. Consider observing a star-
forming region, and making a map of the the first mo-
ment (the mean) and second moment (the dispersion)

13

All the dense gas does NOT undergo free-fall collapse



I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

Rho Ophiuchi : very active star formation: SFE ~ 5%
(Lada et al. 2010) 

 Spatial distribution of cores and protostars:

The example of the « Pipe Nebula » complex

  ~ 160 starless extinction cores (Alves et al. 2007)

Very little star formation: SFE < 0.1% except in B59

(Onishi et al. 1999, Tachihara et al. 2002)
Onishi et al. 1999

Optical Image

20 pc

          Near-IR extinction map (NICER method)             AK 

10 pc

Alves, Lombardi, Lada 2007

B59

 Spatial distribution of cores and protostars:

The example of the « Pipe Nebula » complex

  ~ 160 starless extinction cores (Alves et al. 2007)

Very little star formation: SFE < 0.1% except in B59

(Onishi et al. 1999, Tachihara et al. 2002)
Onishi et al. 1999

Optical Image

20 pc

          Near-IR extinction map (NICER method)             AK 

10 pc

Alves, Lombardi, Lada 2007

B59

Pipe nebula : very little star formation: SFE < 0.1% except in B59 
(Onishi et al. 1999, Tachihara et al. 2002)

What about the star formation efficiency at local scales ?



I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

What about the observed star formation efficiency ?

At large scales, star formation is an inefficient process: some physical ingredients play important roles in supporting the cold 
gas from collapsing and form stars.

Need sources of additional support for GMC and MC, to lower the global star formation efficiency !

Magnetic fields ?
Turbulence ?
Rotation ?

Feedback processes ?

Molecular clouds (10-100 pc ; 103 cm-3)
1-3% / 107 yrs (Silk et al. 1997)

Prestellar dense cores (0.1 pc ; 105 cm-3)
10-30% / 106  yrs (Silk et al. 1997; Bontemps et al. 2001)

Prestellar condensations (0.01 pc ; 106 cm-3) 
20-60% / 105  yrs (Motte, André & Neri 1998)



J.P. Phillips: Rotation in molecular clouds 245

Fig. 3. Variation of angular velocity ⌦ with cloud mass M
(where both here and the proceeding figures, M is given in
units of the solar mass)

di�cult to quantify precisely, it seems unlikely that es-
timates can be in error by greater than a factor 2. Thus,
whilst certain of the larger valuesD may be open to appre-
ciable revision, the mean influence of such uncertainties is
likely to be modest. This is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3
by means of broad diagonal bars (labelled �D) wherein is
indicated the variation in cloud location arising from a fac-
tor 2 change in distance. Similar loci are illustrated in the
remaining figures. This question is also further analysed in
the appendix, where we conclude (from an analysis of 103

model clouds) that even order of magnitude errors in dis-
tance would be unlikely to reproduce observed gradients
and correlation coe�cients.

The second point concerns the role of cloud projec-
tion in modifying deduced rotational properties. In par-
ticular, where the angular velocity vector ⌦ is inclined
at some angle > 0� to the plane of the sky, then intrin-
sic angular momentum J , angular velocity ⌦, and a raft
of other parameters (including J/M (Sect. 3.3), ↵ and �
(Sect. 3.4) and � (Sect. 3.5)) are likely to be undervalued.
Similarly, since the projected mean values of such param-
eters depend, in part, upon cloud morphology, then any
systematic trend of morphology with radius may lead to
changes in the gradients dlnJ/dlnR, dln⌦/dlnR and so
forth. Such a possibility must in fact be taken quite seri-
ously when considering the clouds as a whole, since many
larger clouds appear to be spindle shaped, whilst disks are
concentrated towards the lower end of the radial range.

Although such e↵ects may be far from negligible, they
are also extremely di�cult to quantify precisely. Taken as
a whole, however, it seems unlikely that the (statistical
mean) trends and conclusions of this analysis would be
greatly modified by such corrections.

Fig. 4. Variation of specific angular momentum J/M as a func-
tion of cloud radius R, where we have included all of the cloud
subgroups in the present study (see Fig. 2 for key to symbols)

Fig. 5. As in Fig. 3, but for the variation of J/M with mass
M . The diagonal line corresponds to the trend expected for
isothermal, non-magnetic rotating clouds

3.3. Specific and total angular momentum

The variation of specific angular momentum with radius
is illustrated for the complete data set in Fig. 4, where
J/M ⌘ �⌦R2, and the parameter � varies from 0.5 in the
case of disks through to 0.33 for prolate structures; we
shall adopt an intermediate value � = 0.4 appropriate for
spheres. It is clear, from this, that J/M declines systemat-
ically with decreasing cloud radius, and that the gradient
is of order dln(J/M)/dlnR ⇠= 1.43 for both isolated clouds
and condensations. On the other hand, disks again display
a trend which is disparate from that of other regions in
this study, yielding a gradient dln(J/M)/dlnR ⇠= 0.96.

I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

Rotational support in MC ?

€ 

Erot

Egrav

∝
MV 2

M 2 /R
=
L2

M
1
R

Typically:

velocity gradients 0.4 - 3 km s-1 pc-1 
angular speeds ~ 10-14 - 10-13 rad s-1

==> Erot/Egrav < 0.02  

(considering all gradient comes from rotation)

• Note that rotational support becomes important on small scales: conservation of angular momentum during collapse 
=> formation of discs at centrifugal radius

• Difficult to measure rotation at large scales: velocity gradients are everywhere due to flows, infall, outflows etc ...
• Arquilla & Goldsmith (1986)+ Phillips (1999): study of dark clouds implies rotational support rare at cloud scales

(cf Chapter 2 ...)



I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

Magnetic fields in MC

MPIfR Bonn

Results for Field Strength

ISM Component Btotal (�G)
____________________________________

diffuse ionized medium 7 � 3
(synchrotron equipartition, RMs)

H I clouds 6.0�1.8
(H I Zeeman) (� ~ 0.1)

molecular clouds 10 – 3,000+
(OH, CN Zeeman) (�C ~ 1)

See also Falgarone et al. (2008) for Zeeman measurements in 
star-forming dense cores.

           Taurus: 12C0 map and polarization vectors
    (Goldsmith et al. 2008)

12CO: Goldsmith et al. 2008;  Optical polarization vectors:  Heiles 2000

10pc
Measurements of polarized dust emission toward the low-mass 

star-forming region Taurus. Goldsmith et al. (2008)

Orion Molecular Cloud

Rao et al. 1998Houde et al. 2004Measurements of polarized dust emission toward the high-mass 
star-forming region Orion. Houde et al. (2004)



I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

Magnetic support in MC ?

2. Magnetic Field Basics 1 Mass-to-flux ratio

� �
� �criticalM
M
�
�

�
/
/

�

�� > 1 (magnetically supercritical)
! Gravitational energy > magnetic energy 
! Self-gravitating cloud cannot be supported by B alone.

�� < 1 (magnetically subcritical)
! Magnetic energy > gravitational energy
! B supports the cloud regardless of external pressure.

recall

�Observationally

where N(H) is the proton column density

G
cm
�

2�

2. Magnetic Field Basics ; Mass-to-flux ratio

� �
� � B

HN
M
M
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)(100.5
/
/ 21��	
�

�
��

�If B is strong enough, it can prevent gravitational 
collapse.

How strong is strong enough?

�Set magnetic energy � gravitational energy

2. Magnetic Field Basics ? Mass-to-flux ratio

R
GMBR

22
3

8
���

�

�
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�

�
�

� (to within factors � 1)

�Since magnetic flux � � � R2B, this relation reduces 
by simple algebra to 

�This is the critical mass-to-flux ratio (M/�)crit.
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2. Magnetic Field Basics A Mass-to-flux ratio

Mass to flux ratios measured with Zeeman measurements. 
Crutcher (2007)

4. Existing measurements of �

�N(H) estimated from Zeeman-sensitive spectral line.

�For OH & CN Zeeman                                           
effects, one must adopt                                         
values for OH/H2 and                                             
CN/H2. � < 1

� > 1
Diffuse HI gas (CNM) 
subcritical

Molecular cores 
(supercritical)

4. Existing measurements of �

�N(H) estimated from Zeeman-sensitive spectral line.

�For OH & CN Zeeman                                           
effects, one must adopt                                         
values for OH/H2 and                                             
CN/H2. � < 1

� > 1
Diffuse HI gas (CNM) 
subcritical

Molecular cores 
(supercritical)



• Doppler linewidth is very narrow:
CO at 10K Δv = 0.13 km/s

• Observations in SFR :
Low-mass regions typically show narrow linewidths
small velocity dispersion => trans-sonic medium
=> ISM turbulence decays before SF proceeds in t ~ L / vrms

to delay significantly the collapse: need for new progenitors for turbulence ...

I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

Turbulent support in MC ?

Star formation occurs in a turbulent molecular ISM

      Scaling laws (Larson 1981) and fractal structure

reflect the turbulent nature of the ISM

Falgarone et al. 1991

 Spiral arms of M51 in CO(1-0)

Aalto et al. 1999
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Star formation occurs in a turbulent molecular ISM

      Scaling laws (Larson 1981) and fractal structure

reflect the turbulent nature of the ISM

Falgarone et al. 1991

 Spiral arms of M51 in CO(1-0)

Aalto et al. 1999
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Scaling laws (Larson 1981 and subsequent studies) 
+ the fractal structure of the ISM reflect the turbulent nature of the ISM
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I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

Possible progenitors of turbulent support

ISM 
turbulence 

decays

Protostellar outflows replenish 
turbulent motions

Li & Nakamura (2006)

External:

Density Waves
Differential Rotation

Supernovae
Winds from Massive Stars

Internal :

Stellar Winds

Bipolar Outflows

HII

=> only works in cluster-forming clumps ?

13CO mapping :  
1D velocity dispersion of  the clump : 

  σv ~ 1.8 km/s 
NGC 2264-C shows a turbulence enhancement / Larson�s classical law. 

€ 

σ v =
T(v) × (v − v0)

2[ ]∑
T(v)∑

Rate of  turbulent energy dissipation in the clump  
(MacLow 1999) : Lturb ~ 1.2 Lo. 
 
Outflow mechanical luminosity   Lflow ~ 0.7 ± 0.5 Lo. 
Outflows can regenerate the turbulence in NGC 2264-C. 

€ 

Lturb ≈
1/2 ×Mcloud ×σ v

2

Rcloud /σ v

Maury+ (2009)

NGC2264-C: outflow map



I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

II. Dense cores in filamentary structures

III. Formation of protostars



Filaments are seen throughout the Galactic Plane Massive Star forming complex: (Perseus Arm)   !
70 170 350 µm Herschel (Hi-GAL360)!

 W3/4/5!

W5! W4! W3!

 Herschel/HI-GAL image of part of the Milky Way (e.g. Molinari+2010, Schisano+2014) 

70/160/350 µm!

Ph. André – Summer School on Submm Astronomy – July 2015 

II. Dense cores in filamentary structures



IC5146 

Arzoumanian + 2011 

Aquila 

André+2010 
Könyves + 2010 

  Herschel has revealed                      
a “universal” filamentary 
structure in the cold ISM 
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II. Dense cores in filamentary structures



Miville-Deschênes et al. 2010 
Ward-Thompson et al. 2010 
Men’shchikov et al. 2010 
André et al. 2010 
 

~ 5500 M�  (CO+HI) 
  Heithausen & Thaddeus ‘90 

~ 5 pc 

Structure of the cold ISM prior to star formation 

 
 
     ~ 13 deg2 field 
 
           
 
 

           Polaris flare 
translucent cloud:   
non star forming 

 
     

Herschel/SPIRE 250 µm image 

    Gould Belt Survey    
  PACS/SPIRE // mode 
70/160/250/350/500 µm 

Ph. André – Summer School on Submm Astronomy 

Polaris (d ~ 150 pc): Structure of the cold ISM prior to any star formation

II. Dense cores in filamentary structures



Most of the Polaris starless cores are unbound

 Location in mass vs. size diagram: 
2 orders of magnitude below the density of self-gravitating Bonnor-Ebert isothermal spheres

André et al. 2010
Ward-Thompson et al. 2010

Deconvolved FWHM size 

Ma
ss

,  M
 (M
☉

)

Motte et al. 
       (2001)

Cirrus noise limit 
in Polaris

~ 350 starless cores

  no  Class 0 protostars

II. Dense cores in filamentary structures



Ø Location in mass vs. size diagram, consistent with BE spheroids
Ø High degree of concentration:   NH2 /<NH2>  ~  4  on average
Ø Median column density contrast over the background ~ 1.5

Most of the Aquila starless cores are bound

In Aquila:
 >60% of starless cores 
are bound 
=> prestellar

~50 Class 0/I protostars

Könyves et al. 
2010, 2016

II. Dense cores in filamentary structures

#  In Aquila,   
> 60% of the 
starless 
cores are 
bound and 
likely 
prestellar in 
nature 
 
Könyves et al. 
2010, 2015 

#  Positions in mass vs. size diagram, consistent with ~ critical Bonnor-Ebert 
spheroids:  MBE = 2.4 RBE cs

2/G  for  T ~ 7-20 K 

Cirrus noise 
limit in 
Aquila 

Deconvolved FWHM size, R (pc) (at 250 µm)  !

Motte et al. 
(1998,2001) 

Selection of self-gravitating starless cores in M vs R 

T = 7 K 

T = 20 K 

M
as

s, 
 M

 (M
�

)!
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~Only the densest filaments are gravitationally unstable 
and contain prestellar cores (▵)

✴ The gravitational instability of filaments is controlled 
by the value of their mass per unit length Mline (cf. 
Ostriker 1964, Inutsuka & Miyama 1997):

• unstable if Mline > Mline, crit

• stable if Mline < Mline, crit 

   Mline, crit = 2cs
2/G ~  15 M

☉

/pc for T = 10K

✴  Simple estimate:

Mline∝ NH2 x width 

Unstable filaments highlighted in white in the NH2 map

1021 1022
Aquila curvelet NH2 map (cm-2)  

1

    Stable
    M

line /M
line,crit

0.1
    Unstable

André et al. 2010
Complex network of filaments form in molecular clouds 

and the densest ones fragment into prestellar cores via gravitational instability

II. Dense cores in filamentary structures



An extinction “threshold” for the formation of prestellar cores ?

Av ~  7 

  Distribution of cloud extinctions
 for the Aquila cores

In Aquila, 
 ~ 80% of the prestellar 

cores
 are found above Av ~  7

cf. Onishi et al. 1998
(Taurus)

Johnstone et al. 2004
  (Ophiuchus) 

Lada et al. 2010
(8 MCs)

André et al. 2010,  IAU Symp. 270

II. Dense cores in filamentary structures



  Confirming the link between the prestellar CMF & the IMF               

Könyves et al. 2010, 2016

 Good correspondence between core mass and system mass: 
M∗ = ε Mcore with ε ~ 0.3 in Aquila

 The IMF is at least partly determined by pre-collapse cloud fragmentation 
(cf.  model by Hennebelle & Chabrier 2008)

II. Dense cores in filamentary structures

  The prestellar Core Mass Function (CMF) resembles the IMF 
               

Könyves et al. 2010, 2015 
André et al. 2010 

~ 450 prestellar cores 
in Aquila!

Factor ~ 2-9 better 
statistics than earlier 
CMF studies  !
(e.g Motte, André, Neri 1998; 
Alves et al. 2007)!

!

!
#  CMF peaks at ~ 0.6 M� � Characteristic prestellar core mass!
#  Good (~ one-to-one) mapping between core mass and stellar system 
mass: M* = εcore Mcore with εcore ~ 0.2-0.4 in Aquila!

#  CMF peaks at ~ 0.6 M� � Characteristic prestellar core mass!
#  Good (~ one-to-one) mapping between core mass and stellar system 
mass: M* = εcore Mcore with εcore ~ 0.3!
#  Supports cloud fragmentation models of the IMF (Hennebelle, Chabrier ‘08)!

            Prestellar Core Mass Function (CMF) in Aquila!
 IMF 
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  2001 

0.6 M� 
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×ε!
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The Astrophysical Journal, 748:14 (15pp), 2012 March 20 Da Rio et al.

Figure 18. Measured IMF for the ONC, fitted with a log-normal distribution (left panel) or a two-phase power law (right panel). The top and bottom panels represent
the mass distributions obtained assuming Baraffe et al. (1998) and D’Antona & Mazzitelli (1998) models, respectively, whereas the center panels show the result
assuming Baraffe models and including also stars located above the 1 Myr isochrone, whose mass has been extrapolated from their Teff (see the text). The shaded areas
enclose the 90% confidence interval for each fit. The red curves represent the IMF of Chabrier (2003) (left panel) and Kroupa (2001) (right panel); the red dashed line
is the Chabrier (2003) system IMF.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Baraffe models, for a large fraction (about 25%) of sources
we cannot assign masses and ages, as these stars are located
above the 1 Myr isochrone, the minimum age computed for this
family of models. This not only decreases our stellar sample,
but also biases our findings, in particular the mass distribution.
To overcome this selection effect, we consider two cases for
the mass estimates from the Baraffe models: (1) we reject all
source above the 1 Myr isochrone and (2) we include them by
assigning a mass based on the Teff–mass relation of the 1 Myr
isochrone. Since for VLMSs the PMS evolutionary tracks are
nearly vertical in the H-R diagram, this approximation is fairly
good. In Table 3 we present the derived stellar parameters for
the ONC sources, using both sets of models.

From these masses, we derive the mass distribution ! (log m)
by binning the ONC members in equally spaced mass bins. For
each mass bin, we account for its exact completeness by adding
the inverse of the completeness of each source. We associate
an uncertainty distribution to each measured value of ! (log m)
equal to a Poisson distribution of mean µ = Ni , where Ni is
the number of sources in the ith bin, scaled by a factor equal
to the overall completeness correction for that bin. We stress
that, strictly speaking, our mass function is actually a “system”
mass function rather than a proper “initial” mass function, in
the sense that we do not account for unresolved binaries or
multiple systems. This, however, does not influence significantly
our results, since the binary fraction (accounting both bound
systems and visual binaries) in Orion is small (.15%; Padgett
et al. 1997; Petr et al. 1998; Reipurth et al. 2007), and about
half of these are separated more than 1!!, therefore resolved in
our observations.

It is well established (e.g., Bastian et al. 2010) that the
IMF generally follows a power law in the intermediate- and
high-mass range (M & M"), whereas for low-mass stars and

BDs—which is the region of the mass spectrum most relevant for
our study—this function can be approximated with a shallower
power law ! (log m) # m$(!+1) (e.g., Kroupa 2001) or with
a log-normal distribution ! (log m) # e$(log m$log mc)2/2" 2

(e.g.,
Chabrier 2003). We use both forms to fit our measured IMF in
the ONC.

We use a Monte Carlo simulation following Da Rio et al.
(2009a) to account for the uncertainties in the measured star
counts, as follows. For every mass bin, we consider the error bars
with their statistical distribution, and generate a large number
(n = 10,000) of points drawn from the error distribution. Then
an unweighted fit is run on all these (n times the number
of bins) points. The best-fit parameters are isolated using a
Levenberg–Marquardt minimization algorithm. The uncertainty
associated with the parameters has been computed with a
sampling technique as follows: for every one of the m bins,
we randomly consider only one of the n values previously
simulated, i.e., a random sample from the distribution describing
the error bar of the bin, and we fit the IMF function on these
m data points, deriving the best-fit parameters. By iterating this
selection and fit process 1000 times, we derive 1000 sets of
parameters. The standard deviation of each parameter for the
1000 tests is the uncertainty in the estimate of the parameter
itself.

The resulting fitted functions for both sets of evolutionary
models are shown in Figure 18. In Table 4 the fitting parameters
are reported: the characteristic mass and the width for the
log-normal fit, and the two power-law slopes as well as the
break point for the two-phase power law. We find that the two
families of evolutionary models lead to significant differences
in the derived IMF. Whereas the Baraffe tracks produce a
smooth distribution, which appears well fitted by a log-normal
distribution characterized by a continuous change in the IMF

13

Figure 8: The IMF ⇠(logm) = dn/d logm of stars in the Orion Neb-
ula Cluster as inferred from Hubble Space Telescope photometry. In
each panel the black points show the data; the error bars are the 1�
errors that result from a combination of counting statistics and incom-
pleteness. Although the underlying data in each panel are the same,
the three panels show the results of converting the observed colors and
magnitudes to stellar masses using three di↵erent models. The bottom
panel uses the models of D’Antona & Mazzitelli (1998), while the top
two panels both use the models of Bara↵e et al. (1998), using two
di↵erent methods for handling stars that fall outside Bara↵e et al.’s
model grid. The red solid and dashed lines are the single-star and sys-
tem IMFs of Chabrier (2003), while the black curve is the best fit of
the data to a lognormal functional form; the yellow band shows the
1� uncertainty on the fit. Taken from Da Rio et al. (2012), reprinted
by permission of the AAS.

Figure 8 shows a typical result from one of these stud-
ies. As shown in the figure, the IMF has a distinct peak
in the mass range 0.1 � 1 M�. It falls o↵ as a power-
law dN/dm/ m�↵ at higher masses, with ↵ ⇡ 2.35, the
value originally determined by Salpeter (1955). There
are numerous possible functional representations of the
IMF: broken powerlaws (Kroupa 2001, 2002), lognor-
mals to represent the peak coupled with powerlaws for
the tail (Chabrier 2003, 2005), and powerlaws with ex-
ponential cuto↵s at low mass (Parravano et al. 2011).
The combined lognormal-powerlaw form for the single-
star IMF suggested by Chabrier (2005) is

dn
d logm = N

8>><>>: exp

� (logm�logmc)2

2�2

�
, m mb

A(m/mb)1�↵, m> mb
, (3)

with � = 0.55, mb = 1, ↵ = 2.35, and A =
exp{�[log(mb/mc)]2/(2�2)} (so as to guarantee continu-
ity across the lognormal-powerlaw break). Here stellar
mass m is measured in units of M�, and N is a normal-

ization constant. The alternate functional forms are gen-
erally identical within the spread of observational error.
The greatest uncertainty is in the brown dwarf regime
below 0.08 M�, where there is clearly a fall-o↵ from
the peak, but its exact sharpness and functional form are
poorly-determined. Some authors report evidence for
a discontinuity between stars and brown dwarfs (Thies
& Kroupa 2007, 2008). There may also be an upper
cuto↵ somewhere between 100 and 150 M� (Elmegreen
2000; Weidner & Kroupa 2004; Figer 2005), although
this possibility has been challenged by recent observa-
tions of stars that appear to exceed the proposed limit
(Crowther et al. 2010; Doran et al. 2013). Even if there
is a cuto↵ to the PDMF of massive stars, it is possible
that this is a result of a sharp increase in instability and
mass loss beyond a certain limiting mass, rather than an
aspect of star formation (Tan et al. 2014, and references
therein).

There are only a few convincing cases for deviations
from this IMF based on resolved stellar populations, and
unfortunately the subject has a long history of disputes
over whether results are statistically significant, with
the most conservative and careful analyses suggesting
that published uncertainties are often significantly un-
derestimated (Weisz et al. 2013). For example, Geha
et al. (2013) measure the IMF in two ultra-faint dwarf
satellite galaxies of the Milky Way via direct count-
ing of stars in the mass range 0.52 � 0.77 M�, below
the main sequence turno↵ mass for these stellar pop-
ulations. They find that, if they fit a powerlaw mass
function in this range, their best-fit slope is strongly in-
consistent with the Salpeter slope ↵ = 2.35, and with
the slope of ↵ = 2.3 used in the Kroupa (2002) broken-
powerlaw functional form for the IMF. They report this
inconsistency as evidence for IMF variation. However,
if they instead choose to fit a lognormal form to the
data, the results are consistent at the 1� level with the
best-fit values given in equation (3). Similarly, Kalirai
et al. (2013) perform star counts in a field in the out-
skirts of the Small Magellanic Cloud over a mass range
0.37�0.93 M�, and find that the data can be fit by a sin-
gle powerlaw with no turnover. However, the data are
again not capable of excluding the functional form given
by equation (3) even at the 2� level (O↵ner et al. 2014).
The most convincing cases for IMF variation based on
resolved stellar populations are for the clusters forming
near the Galactic center, including the Quintuplet clus-
ter (Hußmann et al. 2012) and the nuclear star cluster
(Lu et al. 2013) do appear to have IMFs where the high-
mass slope is somewhat flatter than the Salpeter value
↵ = 2.35.
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II. Dense cores in filamentary structures
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Estimate of the lifetime of 
prestellar cores in Aquila 

~ 450 Herschel prestellar cores:!
       tpre= 1.1+-0.3 Myr ~ 3-4 tff!
!
~ 200 Herschel Class 0-I protostars:  

!tproto ~ 0.5 Myr!
!
 ~ 800 Spitzer ClassII YSOs:!
   ! tClassII ~ 2 Myr!
!
!
!
 

In steady state, the relative numbers of 
objects in each evolutionary stage  
reflect the relative lifetimes of the stages)

Könyves et al. 2015 

Konyves+ (2016)



I. Molecular clouds: properties of stellar nurseries

II. Dense cores in filamentary structures

III. Formation of protostars



1.2 mm Dust Continuum

N2H+C18O

Optical Near InfraredAn isolated core: the Bok globule B68

III. Formation of protostars



III. Formation of protostars

An isolated core: the Bok globule B68

Alves et al. 2001, Nature

Critical Bonnor-Ebert 
sphere 
T = 16 K, M = 1M✪

Relatively isolated, hence not many external disturbances

Though not main mode of star formation, their isolation 
makes them good test-laboratories for theories!

In astrophysics, the Bonnor–Ebert mass is the largest mass that an isothermal gas sphere embedded in a pressurized medium can 
have while still remaining in hydrostatic equilibrium. Clouds of gas with masses greater than the Bonnor–Ebert mass must 

inevitably undergo gravitational collapse to form much smaller and denser objects.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astrophysics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astrophysics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isothermal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isothermal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrostatic_equilibrium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrostatic_equilibrium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_collapse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_collapse


Isothermal cloud in pressure equilibrium

Solved with boundary conditions:

which can be combined into the Emden equation

and taking into account the equation of state (Bernoulli):

&

At the outer edge (r=R) the cloud is bound by the outer pressure P0 

which is equal to the inner pressure at this point:

III. Formation of protostars



Isothermal cloud in pressure equilibrium

Using variable subsitutions: leads to the following form of the Emden equation:{

With boundary conditions :

the family of solutions are Bonnor-Ebert spheres

III. Formation of protostars



Stability

One can calculate P0(R), and derivate the criterium for stability :

with

Leads to the following expressions of the critical values for stability:

maximum outer pressure

minimum radius for stability

���������	
��

 �����������
	����


�
�
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Critical mass: singular isothermal sphere

ρ ∝ r
-2

Critical mass derived from critical pression and radius expressions:

Mcrit = 1.18 (cs4/G3/2 )ρ0 -1/2 ∝ T3/2 ρ0
-1/2

or depending on density and the ambient temperature:

For the dense regions of molecular clouds: nH = 104  cm-3 T= 10 K, 
we find:

• Mc ∼ 1.0 M✪: typical stellar mass 
• Rc ∼ 0.05 pc

III. Formation of protostars



Collapse of Bonnor-Ebert spheres

Foster & Chevalier (1993)

cs
3/G cs

3/G

(tff) (tff)

Rmax = Rcrit Rmax >> Rcrit

The accretion rate has an initial peak at 
10 cs

3/G ~ 2 105 M✪ /year, 
then decreases with time.

If Rmax >> Rcritical: 
late phase with dM/dt ~ cs

3/G 

(cf.Shu)

Ways to cause BE sphere to collapse:

• Increase external pressure until Mcritical<M

• Load matter onto BE sphere until M>Mcritical

III. Formation of protostars



• Step 1: 
Isothermal collapse: cooling via the grain emission maintains 
T~10K until nH ~ 1011 cm-3 (ρ ~ 10-13 g cm -3)

• Step 2: 
Formation of the first hydrostatic core ρ ~ 2 x 10-10 g cm -3

• Step 3: 
Formation of the second core (stellar embryo) ρ ~ 2 x 10-2 g cm -3 

• Step 4: 
Main accretion phase

The different phases of the collapse

Timescale for 1 M✪

400,000 years

~1-100 years

~1-100 years

100,000 – 106 years

III. Formation of protostars

See Benoit’s lecture for more details !



Main accretion phase

• The embryo grows by accreting the envelope in free-fall: 
100.000 years are needed to reach 0.6M✪, 105 years for 1M✪

• Accretion shock at the surface of the protostar: 
the kinetic energy is converted into heat, then radiated:
    Lacc = ½ (dM/dt) Vff

2 = GM/R(dM/dt)                Lacc dominates L*: it is a protostar 

• The dusty envelope totally masks the stellar embryo in the making 
➙ impossible to see its surface until the envelope becomes transparent (beginning of the T-Tauri phase)

III. Formation of protostars



III. Formation of protostars

How to recognize protostars from prestellar cores ?



III. Formation of protostars

Stutz et al. (2010)

How to recognize protostars from prestellar cores ?



III. Formation of protostars

Stutz et al. (2010)

How to recognize protostars from prestellar cores ?



Distinguishing between protostellar & starless cores 

CB 244: Tdust map & NH contours   

         Starless                      
!=             

no PACS 70 µm                   
emission       
(F70µ <�> Lproto 
cf. Dunham, 
Crapsi, Evans e.a. 
2008 Spitzer c2d)

!
!!

A. Stutz, R. Launhardt et al. 2010   
Herschel EPoS Project (PI: O. Krause) 

2: Starless core 

1: Protostar 0.
2 

pc
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III. Formation of protostars

How to recognize protostars from prestellar cores ?

•  Optically thin dust emission at (sub)mm wavelengths                    
! Direct mass/column density estimates : 

 

•  λ ∼ 100�500 µm : good diagnostic of the dust temperature (Td ) 

     Wavelength [µm]!
100!1000!

Herschel!

With Herschel, simple dust 
temperature estimates based 
on greybody fits to the 
observed SEDs (5-6 points 
between 70 and 500 µm):!

Iν ~  Bν(Td) τν = Bν(Td) κν Σ)

κν = dust opacity !             
(eg Hildebrand 83; Ossenkopf & Henning 94) !
)

M =!              Sν d2!
            Bν (Td) κν !

Σ =!                 Iν !
            Bν (Td) κν !

Sν : Integrated flux density!

Iν : Surface brightness!

Σ : Column density (g cm-2) !
!
  

   Greybody!
   (Td = 9.8 K)!

     Greybody!
    (Td = 22.4 K)!

Protostellar!
      core!

Starless!
   core!

Thermal continuum emission from cold dust (Td ~ 5-50 K) 
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Protostar
= 

emission at wavelengths < 70 microns

Distinguishing between protostellar & starless cores 

CB 244: Tdust map & NH contours   

         Starless                      
!=             

no PACS 70 µm                   
emission       
(F70µ <�> Lproto 
cf. Dunham, 
Crapsi, Evans e.a. 
2008 Spitzer c2d)

!
!!

A. Stutz, R. Launhardt et al. 2010   
Herschel EPoS Project (PI: O. Krause) 

2: Starless core 

1: Protostar 0.
2 

pc
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Cloud collapse Protostar with disk 

Formation planets Solar system 

t=0 t=105 yr 

t=106-107 yr t>108  yr 

Class II Star 

Disk 

Class III 

C
la

ss
es

 

Class 0 Class I 

He
rsc
hel

III. Formation of protostars

How to recognize protostars from pre-main sequence stars ?
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Herschel-SPIRE composite image
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Perseus

Zari+ (2016)

Herschel+Planck optical depth-temperature map
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Maury+ (2011) 
Aquila protostars
Sadavoy+ (2014) 
Perseus protostars

Herschel + ground-based mm -> discriminate better protostellar stages
Maury+ 2011: Class 0 lifetime 5x104 years + over-abundance of low-luminosity Class I protostars

Spitzer surveys gave average Class 0 lifetime 1-5 x 105 years (Enoch+ 2009, Evans+ 2009)
See Dunham+2015 for (small) updates on c2d & Taurus numbers 

Also Heiderman & Evans (2015): HCO+ envelope test: age(Stage I) ~ age(Class I)

III. Formation of protostars


